Static spin freezing at T ϳ 11 K was detected by muon spin relaxation (mSR) measurements of NaV 2 O 5 , which is widely considered to have a spin-singlet state below 35 K. This spin freezing is suppressed in charge-doped Na deficient samples Na x V 2 O 5 with x 0.99 and 0.90, in which spin gap formation is also suppressed. We discuss a few different scenarios to interpret this spin freezing. Contrary to the robustness expected from the high energy scales of the spin gap, the nonmagnetic ground states of these systems can easily be altered to static magnetic freezing by a very small amount (as low as 0.1 at. %) of (Cu,Zn) substitution [4, 5] or charge doping [6] . With substantial charge doping, some spin gap systems exhibit high-T c superconductivity [7] . Thus, characterizations of undoped and doped spin gap systems would contribute to a better understanding of a wide range of novel phenomena.
Quasi-one-dimensional spin systems often have nonmagnetic singlet ground states associated with the formation of a spin gap. Recently several prototypical spin-gap systems have been found among magnetic oxides, including a spin-Peierls system CuGeO 3 [1] , a two-leg spin ladder SrCu 2 O 3 [2] , and a Haldane system Y 2 BaNiO 5 [3] . Contrary to the robustness expected from the high energy scales of the spin gap, the nonmagnetic ground states of these systems can easily be altered to static magnetic freezing by a very small amount (as low as 0.1 at. %) of (Cu,Zn) substitution [4, 5] or charge doping [6] . With substantial charge doping, some spin gap systems exhibit high-T c superconductivity [7] . Thus, characterizations of undoped and doped spin gap systems would contribute to a better understanding of a wide range of novel phenomena. NaV 2 O 5 [8] is the second inorganic compound, after CuGeO 3 [1] , which has been proposed to show a spinPeierls transition. Vanadium (V) atoms in NaV 2 O 5 have a configuration equivalent to a two-leg ladder structure. Valence counting based on Na 1 and O 102 5 indicates that half of the V atoms are in spin-1͞2 V 41 states, while the other half are in nonmagnetic V 51 states. Following the initial discovery of a sharp reduction of the magnetic susceptibility below T c 35 K [8] , a gap with E g ϳ 10 meV was observed in inelastic neutron scattering [9] , and a lattice distortion has been detected below T c by x-ray diffraction [9] . These results were initially interpreted as signatures of a standard spin-Peierls transition. Recently, however, NMR [10] and x-ray [11] measurements found signatures suggesting that the transition is also associated with a charge ordering from a mixed valence V 4.51 above T c to a localization of d electrons below T c . The possibility of a zigzag configuration of the magnetic V 41 atoms has also been discussed theoretically [12] . The zigzag charge order indeed explains observed discrepancies, such as two excitation branches and an intensity modulation in the inelastic neutron scattering measurement [13, 14] , as well as an increase of the lattice constant along the c axis instead of the b axis (the ladder direction) in the x-ray diffraction study [9] . While the electronic state below T c 35 K remains controversial, one dimensionality in a paramagnetic phase (above T c ) has been confirmed by susceptibility [8] and angle-resolved photoemission [15] studies.
In this paper, we present muon-spin relaxation (mSR) studies of pure (x 1.00) and hole-doped (x 0.99 and 0.90) Na x V 2 O 5 systems. mSR is a very powerful magnetic probe to study static magnetic order; it has an unparalleled sensitivity to detect even very small frozen moments. We have found static magnetic freezing at T ϳ 11 K in undoped NaV 2 O 5 , which is suppressed in the Na deficit charge-doped systems. We present two possible interpretations, unrelated and related to the presence of m 1 , compare their feasibility, and consider a possible relation to recent thermal conductivity results.
Muon spin relaxation measurements of Na x V 2 O 5 were carried out at TRIUMF. Positive muons were implanted in the specimen with their spin polarized parallel to the beam direction. After precessing in the local magnetic field at the muon site during a time t, each muon decays into a positron and two neutrinos. Time histograms F͑t͒ and B͑t͒ of the decay positrons are recorded by a set of counters placed forward and backward of the specimen with respect to the incoming muon beam. Because of the parity violation of the weak interaction, positrons are emitted preferentially along the muon spin direction. The time evolution of the experimental muon-decay asymmetry A͑t͒ ͓F 0 ͑t͒ 2 B 0 ͑t͔͓͒͞F 0 ͑t͒ 1 B 0 ͑t͔͒, where F 0 ͑t͒ and B 0 ͑t͒ indicate background subtracted histograms, can be compared with a theoretical muon spin relaxation function G z ͑t͒. Forms of G z ͑t͒ for Gaussian, Lorentzian, and some other distributions of random local fields can be found in Refs. [16, 17] .
In Fig. 1 (a), we show mSR time spectra of the (mosaic) single crystal specimen of NaV 2 O 5 [18] at various temperatures in zero external field (ZF). The spectra below T ϳ 11 K exhibit a fast reduction of the muon-spin polarization followed by a slow depolarization of about 1͞3 of the total asymmetry, which is characteristic of relaxation due to coexisting static and dynamic random local fields. Figure 1 different relaxation rates at low temperatures, indicating two magnetically inequivalent muon environments. There is no sign of coherent oscillation of the muon spin, indicating broadness of the distribution of the local field. The predominance of static random fields at low temperatures has been confirmed by decoupling the relaxation in longitudinal fields (LF) as shown in Fig. 1(b) . The magnitude of the static field estimated from this decoupling is about 100 ϳ 400 G. Slow decay in the LF data suggests that dynamic spin fluctuations remain persistent even at T ! 0.
The observed spectra at low temperatures, however, do not have a polarization minimum of the damped oscillation of a 2͞3 component, which is expected in static ZF relaxation functions for Gaussian and Lorentzian field distributions. This form has also been observed by mSR in other systems, such as CeCu 0.2 Ni 0.8 Sn [19] and Zndoped SrCu 2 O 3 [20] . Recently, it has been found that such a "dipless" or "shallow-minimum" line shape could be constructed from models [20, 21] involving spatial decay of moment size. However, it is unclear whether or not these results are directly applicable to the present case.
The local field of $10 2 G is much larger than ϳ5 G expected when 1% of randomly located V 41 moments undergo spin freezing, similar to dilute-alloy spin glasses. This feature implies that the observed local field cannot be ascribed to the freezing of dilute impurity moments. (A Curie term in the susceptibility of our specimen corresponds to less than 0.1% of free S 1͞2 moments.) To account for the observed field amplitude, we have to assume the freezing of at least about 10% of the V 41 moments. Such spin freezing behavior in widely accepted spin gap systems has also been detected by mSR in a plaquette spin system CaV 4 O 9 [22] and a zigzag chain system KCuCl 3 [23] .
At a sufficiently long time, the ZF relaxation line shape for coexisting static and dynamic random local fields can be approximated
A moderate applied LF should have little effect in the dynamic relaxation process. We thus analyzed the ZF and LF data below the freezing temperature T f ϳ 11 K using A͑t͒ A
0 is left as a free parameter and remains constant around ϳ0.3A 0 for ZF and ϳ0.7A 0 for H L 1 kG. b is fixed at 1͞2, which is the observed value at T ! T f from above [see Fig. 2(b) ]. We employ a one-component function for simplicity, instead of a two-component one for the two different muon environments, assuming they are subject to the same dynamic process.
The stretched exponential function Eq. (1) is generally expected, above and below the freezing temperature: (1) when 1͞T 1~v 2 i ͞n is not uniform due to a distribution of the instantaneous local field amplitude v i and/or the fluctuation rate n among different muon sites; and/ or (2) for a non-Markovian spin correlation process. The power b has a value 1͞2 (1.0) for the case of spatially dilute (dense) spin systems fluctuating with a single rate n ¿ v i [17] . Recently, b ! 1͞3 was observed in the paramagnetic phase of AgMn and AuFe spin glasses [24] near the freezing temperature T f .
Above T f ϳ 11 K, we analyzed the data by fitting to A͑t͒ A 0 G d z ͑t͒ for the entire time range. A 0 is fixed to the initial asymmetry, and b is allowed to vary in a range #1.0. For the ZF data, Eq. (1) was further multiplied by a slowly damping Gaussian Kubo-Toyabe function (with a constant relaxation rate D 0.10 msec 21 ) to account for the nuclear dipolar fields. These two functions are multiplied since the two relaxation processes are entirely independent. Figure 2 shows temperature dependences of (a) the dynamic relaxation rate l and (b) the stretching power b in ZF and H L 1 kG. A sharp peak of l and a reduction of b are common signatures observed in spin glass systems around the spin freezing temperature. In Fig. 2(c) we show an initial damping rate, the inverse of the time at which the asymmetry is reduced to ϳA 0 ͞4, as a rough estimate for the fast static relaxation rate. The initial damping rate at low temperatures is also reduced sharply around T f . Essentially the same results were obtained in the ceramic specimen of NaV 2 O 5 . We can estimate the fluctuation rate n of the fluctuating moments in the paramagnetic phase T . T f using l 1͞T 1 ϳ a 2 ͞n, where a denotes the amplitude of instantaneous random local fields. Since the stretched exponential function with b ø 1.0 has a very sharp reduction at early times, the relaxation rate resulting from the stretched exponential fit with the low b values tends to underestimate an average depolarization rate. To compensate this effect, we calculated l ‫ء‬ ln͑2͓͒͞ln͑2͔͒ 1͞b l. Figure 3 shows the inverse average depolarization rate 1͞l ‫ء‬ . 1͞l ‫ء‬ is proportional to the average fluctuation rate n ‫ء‬ as n ‫ء‬ ϳ a 2 ͞l ‫ء‬ . Comparing with activated behavior n~exp͑2E g ͞k B T͒, we obtain a gap energy E g 72.2 K, which is roughly comparable to the spin-gap energy E g ϳ 110 K obtained in the neutron measurement [9] .
With a small Na deficiency, NaV 2 O 5 can be doped with holes, transforming a fraction of magnetic V 41 (spin-1͞2) to nonmagnetic V 51 (spin-0). The spin-gap formation is suppressed with Na deficiency, and the reduction of the susceptibility around T c disappears at x 0.97 [25] . The conductivity was found to increase by more than 4 orders of magnitude from x 1.00 to 0.90, indicating that the doped holes on a V-O-V chain are mobile and probably move via variable range hopping [25] . Figure 4 shows ZF-mSR spectra of Na x V 2 O 5 at T ϳ 2 K. The fast static relaxation observed in pure NaV 2 O 5 no longer exists, and the dynamic relaxation rate also becomes much smaller with hole doping. A small Na deficit is thus enough to increase the fluctuation rate drastically and eliminate the quasistatic component.
Static spin freezing in a spin-gap system, and its suppression with the disappearance of the spin gap, are contrary to naive expectation. In NaV 2 O 5 , we propose a picture in which a small amount of excess V 41 moments, as a subset spin system different from the majority of the V 41 moments forming singlet pairs, undergo spin freezing. The singlet coupling of the remaining majority spins may be essential in obtaining an effectively high exchange interaction between the unpaired V 41 spins inferred from the rather high transition temperature T f . This effective exchange coupling would be suppressed with the disappearance of the spin gap, leading to the disappearance of static spin freezing. When the spin gap is suppressed, unpaired spins should be subject to the same fluctuation process as all other majority spins. This would reduce the dynamic muon spin relaxation rate via an exchange narrowing process, similar to a situation in the paramagnetic state above T c 35 K. The activated behavior of fluctuation rate n of the unpaired V moments above T c in Fig. 3 can be ascribed to thermal excitations of the neighboring singlet pairs to magnetically active triplet states.
We should also consider a completely different picture, where the existence of m 1 perturbs the system, similar to an effect of (Ge,Si) substitutions in CuGeO 3 , and induces the unpaired spin(s) adjacent to the muon site. Below T c 35 K, the fluctuation of these muon-induced moments would slow down. When the fluctuation rate n becomes smaller than a, the internal field may resemble the case of the static spin freezing. We make the following remarks concerning this picture: (1) The muoninduced effect does not exist in other spin gap systems CuGeO 3 [26] , SrCu 2 O 3 [27] , and Y 2 BaNiO 5 [6] , in which the nonmagnetic ground states were confirmed by mSR, or in any known antiferromagnets or spin glass, where mSR detected only those transitions which have corresponding phenomena known in bulk measurements at the same transition temperatures. (2) The slowing down of a single unpaired spin would result in a single exponential time correlation function. This is not consistent either with the observed small power b near T f nor with the coexisting dynamic and static fields below T f . We can not expect persisting dynamic fluctuations at T ! 0 for the single spin process. (3) Spin freezing usually occurs in a manybody process which would not be altered by the existence of a local impurity (m 1 ). Recently, Vasil'ev et al. [28] found a giant peak in the thermal conductivity k of NaV 2 O 5 around T ϳ 15 K. The height of this peak is sharply reduced with hole doping in Na deficient specimens, and the peak disappears when the spin gap is completely suppressed. Phenomenologically, this behavior may be related to our results, and could possibly give another support for the interpretation of bulk spin freezing. The spin freezing of minority spins below T f , together with the gap formation of majority spins, would reduce a magnetic scattering of phonons, and thus helps increase k. A sharp reduction of k above T f can be attributed to increasing spin scattering of the phonons by fluctuations of the minority spins, in addition to thermally activated fluctuations of the majority spins. One should, however, be cautious about this correspondence in view of a much smaller, but somewhat similar peak of k below the spin Peierls temperature observed even in pure CuGeO 3 [29] , a material in which mSR detected no static spin freezing [26] .
In summary, we found static spin freezing in NaV 2 O 5 around T f ϳ 11 K. The spin freezing disappears when the spin gap is suppressed in the charge-doped Na deficit specimens. Although direct confirmation requires further evidence, such as NQR measurements in ZF, the available information favors a picture of spin freezing of more than 10% of the magnetic V moments over a possible effect induced by the existence of m 1 . This work was supported financially by NSF (DMR-95-10453, 10454, 98-02000; from USA) and NEDO (International Joint Research Grant; from Japan).
